University Awards and Honours

Nominations for Senate Honours and Awards [1]

Information about University Awards and Honours, nomination deadlines and more ...

- Read more about Nominations for Senate Honours and Awards [1]

Honorary Degrees [2]

Honorary degrees honour individuals whose accomplishments demonstrate a standard of excellence we hope will inspire our graduates. Learn more about how to nominate, past recipients and more ...

- Read more about Honorary Degrees [2]

University Professor Emeritus/Emerita [3]

The honour of University Professor Emeritus/a is reserved for retired faculty who have had sustained, outstanding scholarship of such a level that it is recognized internationally. Learn more about this honour, and how to nominate ...
W.C. Winegard Medal [4]

The Winegard Medal is awarded to an undergraduate student in recognition of both academic achievement and contributions to university and community life. Learn more about how to nominate, past recipients and more ...

• Read more about W.C. Winegard Medal [4]

D.F. Forster Medals: Magesteriate and Doctoral [5]

The Forster Medal recognizes academic achievement, motivation, leadership and citizenship. Learn more about how to nominate, past recipients and more ...

• Read more about D.F. Forster Medals: Magesteriate and Doctoral [5]

Walter Vaughan Medal [6]

Learn more the Walter Vaughan Medal, nomination process, past recipients and more ...
Governor General Medals [7]

Governor General Medals [7]

Learn more about the Governor General Medals, nomination process, and a list of past recipients ...

- Read more about Governor General Medals [7]

John Bell Award [8]

John Bell Award [8]

The John Bell Award recognizes outstanding contributions to teaching and education at the University. Learn more about how to nominate, and a list of past recipients ...

- Read more about John Bell Award [8]

Medal of Merit [9]

Medal of Merit [9]

The Medal of Merit is awarded to a professor who has retired from the University of Guelph and made outstanding contribution to the institution. Learn more about how to nominate, past recipients and more ...
Lincoln Alexander Medal of Distinguished Service

This Lincoln Alexander Medal honours an individual who has played a pivotal role in the functioning of the institution and influenced the quality of academic life at U of G. Learn more about how to nominate, and a list of past recipients ...

Honorary Fellow of the University

Honorary Fellowships are special awards reserved for those who have made a significant contribution to the life and development of the University. Learn more about how to nominate, past recipients and more ...

Read more about Lincoln Alexander Medal of Distinguished Service
Read more about Honorary Fellow of the University
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